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Description

This blanket was designed by fine artist, Maja Maljević. 
  
The title 'Sketch 22' is a play on ‘Catch 22’, it also refers to the nature of the sketch-like lines of the
artwork and the fact that it has been created in the year 2022.  
 
Maja’s playful creative process is intriguing. She dabbles in painting, printmaking, sketching, collaging and
pottery to name a few. Her final pieces are usually layered by various techniques resulting in very
distinctive complex and colourful works.  
‘Sketch 22’ started out as doodles on a restaurant slip which Maja enlarged and overlapped with
characteristic collaged geometric shapes.  
 
Maja’s fun-loving spirit translates in her work; her paintings, prints and ceramics are packed and layered
with all the happy feels. This blanket in particular is especially impressive both in scale (it is the largest
blanket we’ve ever made!) and detail, much like her latest solo exhibition at David Krut Projects which can
be viewed here.  
 
FABRICATION: 100% cotton sourced from BCI accredited farmers  
PROCESS: Jacquard machine knitted with ribbed border 
KING SIZE: 180cm x 230cm  
WEIGHT: Approximately 3,8kg per piece 
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Hand wash in cold water / Gentle cold machine wash / Dry clean with any solvent.
Flat dry, do not hang dry. Do not bleach, tumble dry or iron 
PACKAGING:  Each branded blanket is supplied with an A6 print of the relevant artwork. 
DELIVERY: Free delivery in SA, within 3-5 working days. We ship worldwide, please get in touch for an
international courier quote 
BACK-ORDERS: Please allow 4-6 weeks for back-orders to be delivered, or kindly get in touch for a more
accurate ETA. 
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Additional Information

Frame None

Medium 100% Cotton, Jacquard Knit

Height 230.00 cm

Width 180.00 cm

Artist Maja Maljević

Year 2022

https://www.instagram.com/maljevicmaja/
https://davidkrutprojects.com/exhibitions/63725/based-on-a-true-story-by-maja-maljevic



